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Cornell 
(1987-1991, 1993-1998)

• Pre-college: “I’ll only pay for college 
if you study engineering.”  
- my dad (Purdue BS Mgmt ’66) 

• Undergraduate research (NSF/SRC 
funded) led directly to interest in 
graduate school 

• 2 years at Motorola between 
undergrad and grad 

• Grad school 
• PhD on chimney flow 
• Also, Asst. Varsity Baseball 

Coach 
• Also, House Dad at KKΓ sorority

Ken Torrance

Al Sievers

Subrata 
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional (3-D) sketch of a heat-sink/chimney system with
a parallel-plate heat sink.

the experimental data of Elenbaas [1] and the finite difference
solutions of Bodia and Osterle [4].
Other studies have addressed the parallel-plate problem for

different boundary conditions. In separate studies, Ostrach
analytically treated the problems of fully developed flow
with internal heat sources [5] and linear wall temperature
variation [6]. The problem of asymmetric wall heating has
been considered under developing conditions by Aung et
al. [7] and fully developed conditions by Aung [8]. Mixed
convection from uniform heat-flux plates was analytically
treated by Tao [9].
Investigations of heat-sink/chimney systems are less fre-

quent in the literature. Moore [10] analytically examined the
fluid dynamics and heat transfer from natural draft cooling
towers, assuming planar heat exchangers with infinitesimal
vertical thickness. Single-channel studies of heat-sink/chimney
systems have been conducted numerically by Oosthuizen [11],
Asako et al. [12], and Straatman et al. [13]. In the latter study,
experiments confirmed the accuracy of the numerical model.
In the present investigation, we develop a solution for an

array of parallel, isothermal plates with an extended chimney.
In contrast to the previous literature on chimney systems, an-
alytical solutions have been obtained for finite-size heat sinks.
In particular, the single-channel solution of Quintiere and
Mueller [3] is coupled with a chimney flow analysis to arrive
at heat transfer results for the overall system. The analytical
solution permits easy parameter variation and, consequently,
a straightforward method of identifying regimes of maximum
heat transfer. In subsequent sections, the analytical solution is
developed, followed by comparisons with existing data and ap-
plications to typical electronic packaging configurations with
an emphasis on optimal designs. A final section introduces

Fig. 2. Two-dimensional (2-D) heat-sink/chimney system geometry.

general scaling rules and collapses the solution to a compact
form.

II. THEORY AND ANALYSIS
The problem geometry shown in Fig. 1 depicts a system

with a parallel-plate heat sink located beneath a thermally
insulating chimney. The total height , width , and length
(or depth) of the heat-sink/chimney system are fixed. The
constraint of fixed overall dimensions commonly occurs in the
design of compact heat exchangers.
For plates of sufficient length , two-dimensional (2-D) flow

between the plates can be assumed. A 2-D cross section of such
a system appears in Fig. 2. 2-D flow in the chimney is assumed
for the sketch, although this assumption is later removed. The
heat-sink height and channel width are varied in later
sections. Heat-sink plates of thickness are held at a uniform
temperature , and the quiescent atmosphere outside the
system is assumed to be isothermal at with a hydrostatic
pressure field.
The working fluid undergoes a series of processes in the

system. Fluid is first inducted from the quiescent atmosphere
into the heat sink in process 0-1. In process 1-2, heat is
transferred to the fluid while it is acted upon by viscous forces
in the heat-sink channels. The flow then proceeds through
the chimney in process 2-3 and finally dissipates its acquired
energy to the external atmosphere. In the present study, we
neglect flow expansion/contraction losses, and recirculation
effects, at the exits of the heat sink (location 2) and chimney
(location 3).

A. Single-Channel Solution
As mentioned in Section I, an analytical solution, applicable

for an externally imposed pressure drop, for a single channel
has been established by Quintiere and Mueller [3]. Their analy-
sis employs a linearized convective operator in the momentum

T.S. Fisher et 
al., IEEE 

CPMT, 20, 
111, 1997. 2



Vanderbilt 
(1998-2002)

• “I know about your graduate 
research, and if you try to keep 
doing it here,  
you will fail.” 
- Dean Ken Galloway  
(my 2nd week at Vanderbilt) 

• What to do? 

• Micro/nano with  
‘Diamond Jimmy’

Ken Galloway Jimmy Davidson
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Purdue 
(2002 to present)

• Recruited to help build up experimental nano 
(pre Birck donation) 

• Extended family unhappy with decision 
not to move 

• 2nd recruitment worked  
(post Birck donation)  

• Immediate family unhappy with decision 
to move 

• Granted some lab space  
in ECE Bldg (thanks to Kent Fuchs)

Dan Hirleman Jay Gore
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Nanotechnology
• First project based on a cartoon 

in the INAC proposal  

• No idea how to make it 

• Very patient mentors  
(thank you) 

• Planning of the Birck Center

Buried oxide 

Gate  
Insulator 

C-NT 

Drain 

A schematic of a 
conceptual 
CNT VFET 

Source 

Sidewall  
Spacer  
Gate 

Supriyo Datta

Rashid Bashir
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CNTs in PAA

• Significant unresolved issues: 

• chirality control 

• uniform hole filling 

• gate optimization

Tim Sands Matt Maschmann

Dave Lubelski Aaron Franklin David Janes

200 nm

50 nm

a b

c d

e

A. D. Franklin et 
al. J Vac Sci 

Technol B, 25, 
343–347, 2007.
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Mo’ Nano
Is#Newer#Always#Be-er?#
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Interfaces and Boundaries: 
Exciting (and often difficult) Places
• Nano clearly touches almost all 

the technological grand 
challenge problems  
(pick your favorite) 

• Underappreciated challenges 

• Interface-dominated transport 

• Statistical variability 

• Physical and cost scalability h"p://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Biochemistry/Lipids_And_The_Plasma_Membrane?
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CNT Thermal Interfaces

Xianfan Xu Jun Xu Stephen Hodson

Bara Cola Placidus Amama Menglong Hao

B. Cola et al. J Appl Phys, 101, 054313, 2007.

Nanoscale Transport  Research Group 4 

CNT TIM Thermal Budget 

• CNT to substrate contacts 
• CNT to CNT contacts 
• Defects and kinks within individual CNTs 

Marconnet (2013) 

Growth 
substrate 

Substrate 

A. Marconnet et al., Rev Mod Phys, 85, 1295, 2013.
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Granular Mechanics

Kyle Smith

Meheboob Alam

Ishan Srivastava
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K.C. Smith et al. Phys. Rev. E, 82, 051304, 2010.
I. Srivastava et al. J Heat Trans, 135, 061603, 2013.

K.C. Smith, T.S. Fisher, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy 37, 13417 2012.



Graphene-based Petals

Bhuvana Anurag Kumar

Chandrabhas

Dima Zemlyanov

11

1 µm 

Electrode graphite Ti-coated Si On top of CNTs Carbon fiber 

T. Bhuvana et al. ACS 
Appl Mater Inter, 2, 

644, 2010.

‘Hurricane 
Roger’ 

Gerzeski



Petals for Bio

Marshall 
Porterfield Jonathan Claussen

Bumsoo Han
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Petals for Energy

Guoping Xiong

Pedro Irazoqui

Ron Reifenberger

13
G. Xiong et al. Advanced Energy Materials, 4, 1300515, 2014.
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BlueVine Graphene Industries (BGI)

• Problems Today 
• Our Solution 
• Markets 
• Business Model 
• G2M Strategy 
• Competition 
• Progress to Date 
• Financials 
• Team 
• Investment Details
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© 2014 BlueVine Graphene Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. 

• A true pain point – drawing 
blood for glucose testing 

• Pain leads to infrequent 
testing – compromising 
doctor’s ability to treat 
patients effectively 

• Even disposable strips use 
expensive materials for 
biosensing, making COGS for 
lancet manufacturers high

16

Problems Today



© 2014 BlueVine Graphene Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. 

• Batteries hold a lot of charge – 
but once it’s gone, they take 
hours to recharge 

• Most batteries must be rigid, 
and add form factor design 
constraints 

• Supercapacitors win on power, 
cycle life and thermal – but 
lose on energy density 

• Fast-charging – but low storage 
capacity

17

Problems Today



© 2014 BlueVine Graphene Industries, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Intellectual Property

18

BGI retained NIF/T, a patent portfolio consultant based in Silicon 
Valley 
• Independent assessment of BGI’s licensed and new inventions 
• Technical analysis and language drafting prior to patent attorney engagement 

NIF/T’s preliminary patent analysis of BGI’s position (their “Audit 
Report”) 
• IP standing  –  relative strength of IP, prior art, defensibility 
• Business Ranking – relative market potential or value to others

BGI-XXX = BGI invention 
bgil-XXX = invention licensed 
from  Purdue



Some Lessons Learned:  
Starting (and Stopping) a Company

• Many lessons learned (a crash-course MBA) 

• #1: Never try to start up a company with a 
venture firm that is a startup itself (the 
dreaded double-startup) 

• #2: Listen to your customers and adapt 
(aka, get out into the real world) 

• #3: Seek out independent expert advice, and 
listen to it  
(aka, get out into the real world) 

• #4: A good “corporate vision” cannot be 
downloaded from web searches  
(aka, get out into the real world)

Mike 
Ase

Glenn 
Johnso

Kim  
Savier

Elizabet
h 

Guopin
g 
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Scale-up:  
Achilles Surgery for Nano

Ritu Gupta George Chiu John Coy

Alina Alexeenko Guy Telesnicki

20

Alex Wei



Better Experimental Diagnostics for 
Nano

Bob Lucht Alfredo Tuesta Sergey Macheret

Nanoscale Transport  Research Group 14 

CARS Spectroscopy of H2 
Schematic Diagram of Optics 

Tuesta et al., 2014 

Majed AlrefaeNick Glavin

A.D. Tuesta et al.  
J. Micro Nano-

Manuf. 2, 031002, 
2014.

N.R. Glavin, et al. J 
Appl Phys 117, 
165305, 2015.

Andrey Voevodin
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Better Modeling of Nano  
Transport (and mechanics)

Jayathi MurthyXiulin RuanSridhar Sadasivam

Tillmann  
Kubis Gerhard KlimeckSabre Kais

22
Nanoscale Transport  Research Group 15 

Eliashberg Function – Bulk and Interface 

 Eliashberg function for coupling of electrons with interface 
phonon modes is of same order of magnitude as coupling of 

electrons to bulk metal phonons. 
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Dhruv Singh



A Few Quasi-Random 
Thoughts



Final Thought:  
A Taxonomy of Research Impact

Material 
discovery/

synthesis/self-
assembly, & 

characterization

Property 
measureme

nts, 
modeling

Functional 
assessment, 
scale-up to 
application

• Scientists 
• Applied Scientists 
• Courageous/Misfit Engineers

• Scientists 
• Engineers

• Engineers 
• Courageous/Misfit Scientists
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The End  
(of the beginning)

Thank 


